
HISTORY OF MARVEL COMICS



Following DC’s success, Marvel was started in 
1939 by Martin Goodman under a number of 
corporations and imprints collectively known 
as Timely Comics,[3] and by 1951 had generally 
become known as Atlas Comics. 

The Marvel era began in 1961, the year that the 
company launched The Fantastic Four and 
other superhero titles created by Stan Lee, Jack 
Kirby, Steve Ditko and many others. The Marvel 
brand, which had been used over the years, was 
then solidified as the company’s primary brand.

The Marvel Universe is strongly based on the real 
world. Earth in the Marvel Universe has all the 
features of the real one: same countries, same 
personalities (politicians, movie stars, etc.), same 
historical events (such as World War II), and so 
on; however, it also contains many other fictional 
elements: countries such as Wakanda and 
Latveria (very small nations) and organizations 
like the espionage agency S.H.I.E.L.D. and its 
enemies, HYDRA and A.I.M.  

Most importantly, the Marvel Universe, like in 
the DC Universe, also incorporates examples 
of almost all major science fiction and 
fantasy concepts, with writers adding more 
continuously. Aliens, gods, magic, cosmic powers 
and extremely advanced human-developed 
technology all exist prominently in the Marvel 
Universe. Thanks to these extra elements, 
Earth in the Marvel Universe is home to a large 
number of superheroes and supervillains, who 
have gained their powers by any or many of 
these means.

Interestingly Marvel Comics itself exists as 
a company within the Marvel Universe, and 
versions of people such as Stan Lee and Jack 
Kirby have appeared in some of the stories, 
whereas characters like Steve Rogers, (Captain 
America’s alter ego), have worked for Marvel. 
The Marvel of this reality publishes comics that 
adapt the actual adventures of the superheroes 
(except for details not known to the public, like 
their secret identities); many of these are licensed 
with the permission of the heroes themselves, 
who customarily donate their share of profits to 
charity. Additionally, the DC Comics Universe is 
also said to exist in the Marvel Universe as one 
of the many alternative universes. The reverse 
may also be said concerning the DC Universe. 
This also explains the various crossover stories 
co-published by the two companies.
In 2008 The Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) 
was born with its first movie Iron Man.  
This shared universe centres on a series of 
superhero films, independently produced by 
Marvel Studios and based on characters that 
appear in Marvel Comics. The franchise includes 
comic books, short films, television series, and 
digital series. The shared universe, much like 
the original Marvel Universe in comic books, 
was established by crossing over common plot 
elements, settings, cast, and characters.

The franchise has been a huge commercial 
success currently sitting at over $22.5 billion 
and has generally received a positive critical 
response.

Black Widow - July 2021

Shang-Chi and the legends of the ten rings - 

Sept 2021

Eternals – Nov 21

Spiderman, No Way Home – Dec 2021

Dr Strange, Multiverse of Madness – Mar 2022

Thor, Love and Thunder – May 2022

Black Panther, Wakanda Forever – July 2022

Scheduled Marvel Movies in 2020/21/22




